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Behind the screen… 
Morning is a shadow and trapeze play. 
A woman’s story is told in the form of a visual poem against the background of the mu-
sical notes of a baritone saxophone.
Morning is a hybrid show, where a piece of circus apparatus thwarts the performance to 
become a supporting object,  a dance partner or a character. 
Morning is an invitation to let yourself be carried by the intimate, to seize our liberties, 
to dare and be wildly alive. 

Statement of intent by Fanny Dumont

I would like, through my childhood’s circus apparatus, the 
trapeze, to tell the hidden sides of the human soul.
Our inner states versus what we show to society. 
How to make this coexist?
Every emotion we are feeling comes in a thousand different 
nuances.
“Morning”, by using shadows, allows me to bring to light the 
nuances of a life story.
Why do we fly? Why do we run away?
A trapeze artist plays with our projections and our fantasy.
“Morning” is the research of a chorus form: the dialogue 
between body, light, and music.
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Characteristics  
All age show - without words

Length: 50 minutes 

Morning was presented for the first time on 22 octobre 2021 at the Maison de la Culture 
de Marche-en-Famenne (Belgium).

Production 

Have collaborated :

Yoann Lebrun: composer
Elodie Donaque: help research dance for 
trapeze
Mark Elst : technical advisor

Partners : 

La Nef, Manufacture d’utopies (France)
Teatro Gioco Vita (Italie)
La Casquette company (Belgium)
La Roseraie, espace cré-action (Belgium)
Le Centre culturel du Brabant-Wallon (Belgium)
Théâtre des Doms (France)
Maison de la culture de Marche-en-Famenne (Belgium)
Latitude 50 (Belgium)

Production :

Fanny Dumont: Author, director and trapeze artist
Carla Taglietti: assistant director,  direction for light and shadow, regie on stage
Sabrina Centurione: composer and musician 
Catherine Piqueray: costumer
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The team
Fanny Dumont (Belgium)

Trained at the circus school and afterwards at the “Atelier du trapeze” between 1991 
and 2004, she later took some time off from show business to take lessons to become a 
specialized educator and set up radio workshops with young people.
 
Further, she hosted a radio show on the prison system and animated evenings on the 
subject. 
In 2010, after bringing the trapeze classes back to life at the non-profit organisation 
Trapèze in Brussels, she decided to combine her passion with this form of art and agri-
culture and opened her own place of creation: La Ferme Artistique. 

There, she explores the relation between food and soul by proposing shows, workshops 
and trapeze classes at the heart of a farm with a watermill. 

Carla Taglietti (Italy)

Carla studied Theater at University of Bologna (Italy). After her master thesis, she takes 
an interest in the relation between art and nature and joins the O Thiasos Teatro Natu-
ra Company, led by Sista Bramini. Meanwhile, Carla followed different courses in voice, 
traditional singing and theatrical narration. 

In 2005, she co-establishes “Le Strologhe”, a theater company for children and puppetry 
, with whom she travels through Italy and abroad. 

Always wanting to improve herself, she followed the professional training ‘Il mestiere 
del burattinaio” by the Puppet Atelier in Cervia (Italy). In recent years, she has specia-
lized herself in shadow theater, by joining workshops from the Teatro Gioco Vita (Italy), 
and masterclasses by Norbert Gotz (Theater der Schatten - Germany). She has taken 
part in different national and international festivals (France, Germany, Russia, Taiwan) 
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with shadow performances. 

Nowadays, she frequently gives 
workshops for children and adults 
about shadow techniques and narra-
tion. 



Sabrina Centurione (Belgium)

She discovered the saxophone at 
the Académie Grétry in Liège with 
Véronique Delmelle. The story be-
gan in 2002. Going from the alto to 
the tenor sax, she finally settled for 
the baritone saxophone in 2015. 

In 2009, Sabrina Centurione joined 
the neo brass band “Sans Tambour 
Ni Trompette”. It is there that she 
discovered a real enthusiasm for 
playing in a group. 
In 2012, she founded with 7 other 
musicians an electric fanfare “Sans 
Far” (a beautiful adventure that 
ended in 2018).

During those 11 years, she played in several sound and movement improvisation ses-
sions with Sophie Halin, a contemporary dancer. Sound and vibrations-enthusiast, she 
discovers another passion: singing bowls, therapeutic instruments. In 2016, she was 
trained in Sound Healing. 

Together with her partner, they decided to combine work and passion and started “Bol 
d’Ô, La nature du son”, a Sound Healing center working with intuitive musical instru-
ments (bowls, gongs, drums, …). 
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Technical sheet
Show with a trapeze, shadows  and live music. The trapeze is placed behind a screen 
onto which shadows and videos are shown. The screen will be ripped off during the 
show, revealing the trapeze. This technical sheet can be adapted, and communication is 
key. 

Stage 

- 1 performer 
- 1 stage manager  on stage ( stage left)
- 1 musician on stage
Total blackout is crucial
- Black stage curtain (“legs”) /black box essential
- On the stage: black dance floor
- Opening: minimum 6 meters
- Septh: minimum 8 meters
- Hight: minimum 5 meters
- Qtop points for a fixed trapeze (two points for straps - carrying capacity minimum 500 
kg). There must be nothing else fixed on the bar on which the trapeze is fixed for secu-
rity reasons.
- Stop points for a shadow sheet (screen) at minimum 3 meters from the audience. 
- The screen must be framed by black stage curtains in order to prevent any light from 
reaching the audience. There must also be a stage curtain above the screen. Nothing 
from behind the screen must be seen on the ceiling or on the side walls.
- The trapeze, the screen and the straps are provided by the company. 
- For the warm-up, a thin receiving mat (15 cm) is needed. 
- Installation time :  6 hours
- Dismantling time : 1hour
- Length of the show: 50 minutes 

Sound : 
 

- Provide a speaker system suitable for the room
- Two speakers to the musician and trapezist, behind the screen, stage right and left

- 2 SM57 + big foot (for the baritone saxophone) 
- One mixing switchboard with stereo entries (PC) 

- Microphone up for trapeze
Light: 

- Total blackout (for the shadows)
- 5 free lines for the shadow lights
- One light switchboard 24 canals on stage left
- Lights (cf. technical paper)

Video :

- One video projector of 6000lm minimum for our screen
- The screening must definitely be frontal

- One shutter operated by the stage manager on stage
- We bring our own computer with the videos and sound

Could you provide to us as soon as possible the full technical sheet of the theater where 
we will be performing, thank you. 



 A word from the partner : MTP memap 
Musica Theatrumque Patrimoine, Maison Européenne des Musiques Appliquées - (MTP 
memap ASBL)
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MTP memap has always wished to encourage projects of which the transversal nature is 
obvious.

It is the case with “Morning”, that immerses us in the resonance of bodies, invites us 
to explore time and space, gives us a feeling of visual and acoustic dizziness. The flying 
body allows the audience to get in touch with his imagination, and whets the appetite 
for exploration. 

It is a show of fragilities, intimacies and riots. 

What particularly caught our attention was Fanny’s personality. Her multiple expe-
riences in the circus area and her own universe were dramatized to create this spec-
tacle. 

It is an invitation to travel. 

Agents: 

Christine Willem Dejean
+32 (0) 497 57 97 90
christinedejean@mtpmemap.be

Daniel Dejean
 +32 (0) 477 48 69 73 danieldejean@mtpmemap.be

www.mtpmemap.be



seule au monde
  j’ai peur

   ...

     je danse.

Alone in the word 
     I’m afraid 
                 
             ...
  
                 I dance


